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The FRC has today published revised Guidance on the strategic Repsd, which encourages
companies wider stakeholders and broader matters that over the

longer term.

The 2018 Guidance has been enhanced lo recognise the increasing importance of non-financial
reporting while maintaining the key principles of existing guidance. The FRC believes that the
integration of non-flnancial information into the strategic report is a key part of telling a company's
story.

The revised guidance places a greater focus on the directors' duty to promote the success of the

company under section 17? of the Companies Act 2006. This is complemented by new legislation that
introduces a speciflc reportinq requirement on how directors have had reqard to broader matters when-=_-._
performing their duty, the interests of and

stakeholders as well as The new legislation is applicable

lo large companies for financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2019.

Paul George, Executive Director Corporate Governance and Reporting said;

"The revised guidance underpinned by legislation will improve the

effectiveness of section 172 and stimulate Board discussions on how

companies are considering various factors to ensure their business is

sustainable over the long-term including the impacts on the company's

key stakeholders. The revisions to fhe Guidance on the Strategic Report

complement the recent changes to the FRC's Corporate Governance

Code and as a package will contribute to enhancing trust and

transparency in busrness. "
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Notes to editors:

The FRC'S mission is to promote transparency and integrity in business. The FRC sets the UK

Corporate covernance and Stewardship Codes and UK standards for accounting and actuarial work;

monitors and takes action to promote the quality of corporate reporting; and operates independent

enforcement arrangements for accountants and actuaries. As lhe competent authority for audit in the

UK the FRC sets auditing and ethical standards and monitors and enforces audit quality

All Press enquirir:s should be directed to:

Peter Tirnberlake, Head of Communications, on telephone: 020 7492 23971 07768 502332, or
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Rita Carolan, Communications Manager, on telephone: 020 7 452 23071 07428 149096 or email:

r.carolar@fIg.cIg.uk.
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